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Flagger’s Safety

STOP

Your safety,
the safety of your crew,
and the safety of the motoring public
are more important than any
construction, maintenance,
or utility operation being performed.
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Introduction
You have been chosen to be a flagger because your
supervisor feels you are physically able, mentally
alert, and capable of giving directions to the
motoring public.
Because you are an important part of all
maintenance, construction, and utility projects,
you need to know this guide well enough that it
becomes second nature.
Your fellow workers and the highway users depend
upon your alertness and ability to control traffic
with your STOP/SLOW paddle.

OP
ST

SL
OW

You have an important job,
and it should be carried out with authority and dignity.
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The Basic Functions
• To protect the lives of workers.
• To guide traffic safely through the work area.
• To avoid unreasonable delays to motorists.
• To communicate effectively with motorists.
• To answer questions courteously and
intelligently.

Courtesy is important.
Your actions reflect on you and your employer.

Appearance
• All flaggers should maintain a clean, neat
appearance.
• Flaggers shall not report to work shirtless,
wearing shorts, or similar dress.
• Safe and appropriate footwear should be worn.
• Transistor radios, iPods, MP3 players, cell phones,
and books are not permitted.
To assure motorist respect, your appearance is critical.
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Flagging Requirements
All flagging operations shall have the appropriate
signing, equipment, and trained personnel. Install
all essential signs, including the “Flagger” sign
(W20-7-48), in advance of each flagger station.
All flaggers shall conduct themselves and the
operation as directed by the MUTCD and the SCDOT
Flagger's Handbook.
Erect all necessary signs prior to beginning the
operation and immediately remove or cover these
signs upon ending the operation.
Maintain the proper array of advance warning
signs in place for each approach at all times that
a flagging operation is in place and active. When
necessary to relocate the flagger station while
actively maintaining the flagging operation, install
an additional array of advance warning signs at
the new location for the flagger station prior to
removing the existing array of advance warning
signs.

W20-7-48
“Flagger” symbol sign
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Equipment
The STOP/SLOW paddle is your main
traffic control device. The sign should
be at least 24” x 24” with 8” high
letters and should be mounted on a
rigid handle at least 7’ long.
A flashing STOP/SLOW paddle may
be used. If a flashing STOP/SLOW
paddle is used, it shall comply with
the requirements of Section 6E.03 of
the MUTCD.

24 "
min.
24 "
min.

STOP

7'
min.

Reflectorize the STOP face of the
paddle with a red Type III high
intensity retroreflective sheeting. Reflectorize the
SLOW face of the paddle with a fluorescent orange
retroreflective sheeting.
You shall wear an approved safety
vest, shirt, or coat while flagging. The
background color of personal protective
apparel should be fluorescent orangered. A brightly colored hat will also
make you more visible (hard hats may
be required by your agency).
An air horn is a good device to alert your co-workers
if a vehicle appears likely to run into the work area.
Proper signs need to be in place before flagging
begins, and removed when work ends.
Nighttime flagging operations have specific
requirements. (See page 19 for equipment required.)
Flags should only be used in emergency situations.
(See pages 23-24 for details.)
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Time Durations for
Stopped Traffic
A flagging operation is a temporary control of the
flow of traffic when two opposing directions of
traffic must share a common travel lane. A flagging
operation may be necessary during a lane closure
on a two-lane two-way roadway, an intermittent
ramp closure or an intermittent encroachment of
equipment onto a portion of the roadway. Utilize
flagging operations to direct traffic around work
activities and maintain continuous traffic flow;
therefore, stopped traffic shall not be required to
stop for time durations greater than those listed
below unless otherwise directed.
Length of Closure

Maximum Time Duration
for
Stopped Traffic

1 Mile or Less

5 Minutes

1 to 2 Miles

7½ Minutes

If the work activities require traffic to be stopped
for periods greater than 5 to 7½ minutes as stated
above, consider conducting work activities during
times of lowest traffic volumes such as during
the hours of darkness, alternate work methods or
complete road closure with detour installations.
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Advance Warning Signs
Lane Closure on a Two-Lane Road
(Two-Flagger Operation – Daytime ONLY)

SIGN PLACEMENT INTERVALS
ROAD
WORK
AHEAD

C
ONE LANE
ROAD
AHEAD

B

Speed Limit

A

B

C

Low Speed
≤ 35 MPH

200'

200'

200'

Intermediate
Speed
40 - 50 MPH

350'

350'

350'

High Speed
≥ 55 MPH

500'

500'

500'

END
ROAD WORK

A
100'

500'

(Optional)

50' to100'

200' to 400' Buffer Area

50' MIN
to
100' MAX

500'

Taper

A

END
ROAD WORK

(Optional)

B
C
Notes: see page 9.

ONE LANE
ROAD
AHEAD

ROAD
WORK
AHEAD
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Lane Closure on a Two-Lane Road
(Two-Flagger Operation – Daytime ONLY)
— Continued —

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

This typical application applies to flagging operations
conducted during daytime hours ONLY.
For low-speed (35 MPH or less) conditions, a 200-foot sign
spacing may be used. For speeds of 40 to 50 MPH a 350-foot
sign spacing may be used.
An array of 3 advance warning signs is required in each
direction. This sign array will include “Road Work Ahead”,
“One Lane Road Ahead”, and “Flagger” symbol sign.
A “Be Prepared To Stop” sign may be added to the sign series,
located between the “Flagger” symbol and the “One Lane
Road Ahead” signs. If used, then the spacing of all four signs
in the series will be spaced at equal intervals based on speed
(see Note 2).
Generally, the use of “End Road Work” signs is optional for
short duration work sites, operations of 60 minutes or less.
However, if the work site itself is long, or the beginning
and end of the work site are not visible to a driver passing
through it, then “End Road Work” signs should be used.
Channelizing Device
Flagger Symbol
Portable Sign Support

Legend

Arrow Panel
Work Vehicle with Rotating or Strobe
Light
Work Area

Warning Sign

Work or Shadow Vehicle with TruckMounted Attenuator (TMA)
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Sign Placement
Ensure the proper placement and installation of
advanced warning signs prior to beginning any
flagging operation.

Sign Removal
Remove or turn away the Flagger sign and other
inappropriate signs when active flagging is not
being performed.
Always ensure that all signs are removed from the
job site at the end of the work shift.
Leaving signs in place when flagging operations are
not being performed diminishes the credibility of
the signs.

Position of Flagger
Always stand alone in a highly visible location away
from other workers and work vehicles.
A typical flagging location is on the shoulder of the
road.
Never stand in the path of oncoming traffic.
Do not stand inside any obstacle.
Always allow for a quick getaway.
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Position of Flagger on Hills
When flagging near a hill, take a position in advance
of the hill. Make sure you are visible to approaching
traffic. Never take a position over the crest of a hill.
NO

YES

Position of Flagger on Curves
When flagging near curves, always make sure you
are visible to approaching traffic. Your flagging
station should be well in advance of the curve.
Never take a position around a curve.
NO
YES

YES
NO

Communication between flaggers is critical. The
best way to maintain communication is two-way
radios, but relay flaggers, an official car that follows
the queue, or the flag-carrying method may also be
used.
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Day Flagging Signals

Slowing Traffic
Stand on the shoulder
facing traffic.
With the SLOW sign
showing, slowly raise and
lower the left arm with the
palm facing down.
To slow traffic

Stopping Traffic
Stand in a safe position on
the shoulder facing traffic.
Never stand in the path of
oncoming traffic, and never
turn your back on traffic.
Hold the paddle away from
your body with the STOP
sign facing traffic and the
sign on or near the edge of
the pavement. Raise your
free hand with the palm
exposed to the approaching
vehicle and make eye
contact with the driver.

To stop traffic

When preparing to present the STOP side of the
STOP/SLOW paddle to approaching traffic, change to
the STOP when the approaching vehicle has plenty
of distance to gradually stop. Avoid screeching halts.
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Releasing Traffic / Closed Lane
Standing on the shoulder
of the closed lane with
your paddle turned to
Stop, you must wait for
an “all clear” signal from
the other flagger before
you release the stopped
traffic.
Once the “all clear” is
received, you may release
the stopped traffic by
turning the paddle to
show the SLOW sign.
Then with your free arm,
signal drivers to proceed
into the open lane. Be
direct and point to the
open lane.

SLOW
STOP

To release traffic
(applies to closed and
open lanes)

Releasing Traffic / Open Lane
Standing on the shoulder of the open lane with
your paddle turned to Stop, you must wait for an
“all clear” signal from the other flagger before you
release the stopped traffic.
Once the “all clear” is received, take a step or two
back from the edge of the pavement and turn the
paddle to SLOW. Then with your free arm, signal
drivers to proceed into the open lane. Be direct and
point to the open lane.
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“All Clear” Signal
When two flaggers are used, they must always be
able to communicate with one another. This can
be done by keeping visual contact, using radios, or
using the flag-carrying method.
If visual contact is possible, then the “all clear” signal
can be given by lifting your hard hat. When you give
this signal, you are telling the other flagger that you
have completely stopped traffic and that it is clear
for the other direction to be released.

Walking Into the Road
After you have stopped the first vehicle, you will
remain on the shoulder of the road. This is your
typical flagging location. If additional vehicles arrive
and they cannot clearly see your STOP paddle, then
you may walk out to the center of the roadway so
the additional traffic can see the STOP paddle.
Do not cross the center line and remember to watch
out for traffic that may be coming from behind you.
When releasing traffic, move back to the shoulder
with the paddle remaining on STOP. Then, once on
the shoulder, turn the paddle to SLOW and motion
traffic to proceed.
Never stand in the path of oncoming traffic.
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Night Flagging Signals
STOP

Stopping Traffic
To stop vehicles, stand on
the shoulder and face traffic
with the STOP sign in the
right hand and flashlight with
glowcone in the left hand.
Slowly wave the flashlight
back and forth in front of your
body. Don’t let the arc extend
beyond the base of the staff.
To stop traffic

SLOW
STOP

Releasing Traffic
To release traffic, turn the
paddle to SLOW, then point
from the driver to the open
lane with the flashlight and
hold in that position.
Do not wave the flashlight
when releasing traffic—this
may confuse the driver.
To release traffic
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Flagging Operations

(1) Single Flagger
(2) Two Flaggers
(3) Night Flagging
(4) Pilot Car
(5) One-Direction
(6) Emergency Flagging
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(1) Single Flagger
SIGN PLACEMENT INTERVALS
ROAD
WORK
AHEAD

ONE LANE
ROAD
AHEAD

C
B

Speed Limit

A

B

C

Low Speed
≤ 35 MPH

200'

200'

200'

Intermediate
Speed
40 - 50 MPH

350'

350'

350'

A
Notes:
1.

2.
3.
4.

50'

A single flagger
may be adequate
200' Max.
for short work
activity areas no
longer than 200'
50' Buffer Area
on straight low
volume roadways.
50' Taper
Where one
flagger is used,
A
the flagger must
be positioned
to be visible to
approaching
B
traffic from
ONE LANE
ROAD
both directions.
AHEAD
Standing on the
C
shoulder directly
ROAD
WORK
opposite the work
AHEAD
area, the flagger directs traffic with the
STOP/SLOW paddle.
A single flagger operation is restricted to daytime hours
ONLY.
For low speed (35 MPH or less) conditions, a 200-foot sign
spacing may be used. For speeds of 40 to 50 MPH a 350-foot
sign spacing may be used.
An array of 3 advance warning signs is required in each
direction. This sign array will include “Road Work Ahead”,
“One Lane Road Ahead”, and “Flagger” symbol sign.
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(2) Two Flaggers
This operation uses a flagger on each end of the
work zone to control traffic flow. This is the most
common flagging operation. One flagger should be
designated as the lead flagger for coordinating the
operation.
To be effective, flaggers must always be able to
communicate with one another. Communication
can be maintained by:
• Visual Contact – effective when flaggers are
close enough so that they can read each other’s
STOP/SLOW paddles and see each other’s “all
clear” signals.
• Two-Way Radio – the best means of
communication, even when there is visual
contact.
• Flag Carrying – the driver of the last vehicle
passes a flag/token from one flagger to the other.
• Official Car – a work vehicle that follows the
queue proceeding through the section.

For a detailed drawing of a two-flagger operation
and notes on how to establish this type of work zone
see pages 8-9.

Only after the “all clear” signal comes from the other flagger
should you release traffic.
If in doubt, stop all traffic!
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(3) Night Flagging
Night flagging procedures are generally the same
as daytime except for some equipment changes. A
flashlight with glowcone and a retroreflectorized
STOP/SLOW paddle are required for nighttime
flagging.
During nighttime flagging operations, ensure
that flaggers wear safety apparel that meet
the requirements of ANSI/ISEA 107, Standard
Performance for Class 3 Risk Exposure, latest revision,
a fluorescent hardhat, and a flashlight with
glowcone.
During nighttime flagging operations, illuminate
each flagger station with any combination of
portable lights, standard electric lights, existing
street lights, etc., that provide a minimum
illumination level of 108 Lx or 10 fc.

FLAGGER
AHEAD

PREPARE
TO
STOP

During nighttime flagging
operations, supplement the array
of advance warning signs with a
trailer-mounted changeable
message sign for each approach.
These changeable message signs
are not required during daytime
flagging operations. Install the
changeable message signs 500
feet in advance of the advance
warning sign arrays. Messages
should be “Flagger Ahead” and
“Prepare to Stop”.

Also, flashing yellow warning lights may be placed
on the advance warning signs and flares may be
used.
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Lane Closure on a Two-Lane Road
(Two-Flagger Operation – Nighttime)

PREPARE
TO
STOP

FLAGGER
AHEAD

500'
ROAD
WORK
AHEAD
ONE LANE
ROAD
AHEAD

100'

50' to100'
2 Mile Max.

200' to 400'
Buffer Area
50' to 100' Taper

ONE LANE
ROAD
AHEAD
ROAD
WORK
AHEAD

500'
PREPARE
TO
STOP

FLAGGER
AHEAD

Notes and Sign Placement Intervals: see page 21.
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Lane Closure on a Two-Lane Road
(Two-Flagger Operation – Nighttime)
— Continued —

Sign Placement Intervals
Road Type
Low Speed Conditions
(35 MPH or Less)

200

200

200

Intermediate Speed Conditions
(40 - 50 MPH)

350

350

350

High Speed Conditions
(55 - 60 MPH)

500

500

500

Notes:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

This typical application applies to flagging operations
conducted during nighttime hours. Nighttime flagging
operations require a minimum of 2 flaggers.
An array of 3 advance warning signs and a trailer mounted
changeable message sign is required in each direction.
The complete sign array will include a trailer mounted
changeable message sign, “Road Work Ahead”, “One Lane
Road Ahead”, and “Flagger” symbol sign.
For low-speed (35 MPH or less) conditions, a 200-foot sign
spacing may be used between the “Road Work Ahead”, the
“One Lane Road Ahead”, and the “Flagger” symbol signs.
For speeds of 40 to 50 MPH a 350-foot sign spacing may be
used between the “Road Work Ahead” sign, the “One Lane
Road Ahead” sign, and the “Flagger” symbol signs.
Install a changeable message sign 500 feet in advance
of the advance warning sign array in each direction. The
messages shall be “Flagger Ahead” and “Prepare To Stop”.
Each flagger shall wear a safety vest and safety pants that
comply with ANSI / ISEA 107 standard performance for
Class 3 risk exposure, latest revision, and a hard hat. Only
retroreflectorized safety vests and safety pants fabricated
from fluorescent red-orange background material are
acceptable.
Illuminate each flagger station with any combination of
portable lights, standard electric lights, existing street
lights, etc., that will provide a minimum illumination level
of 108 Lx or 10 fc.
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(4) Pilot Car
A pilot car is used to guide a queue of vehicles
through a work area or detour. This operation uses a
flagger at each end of the one-lane section. Control
of traffic at side roads and intersections also needs
to be considered when using a pilot car.
This method works best when the route is
particularly long or unclear for the motorist or
where the work area changes so often that proper
signing and channelization are difficult.
In this operation, the flaggers hold all traffic on
each end of the work area until the pilot car arrives
and leads the traffic through the work zone. Do not
allow a late vehicle to try to catch up.
A safe turn-around location should be provided for
the pilot car at each end of the work zone. A pilot
car operation does not take the place of flagger
communication. Provisions need to be made for
identification of the last vehicle in the column.

PILOT CAR
FOLLOW ME
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(5) One-Direction Control
This is when work vehicles occasionally block one
lane of a two-lane road, such as when loading or
unloading. A flagger can be used to control just one
direction of traffic when the work needs to block
the roadway. The other direction of traffic is not
stopped.
Stop traffic in the usual manner, and release the
vehicles when work does not block the lane.
When releasing traffic, turn the paddle a quarterturn so that the word STOP faces you. This way, the
STOP message will not confuse the traffic coming
from behind you.

(6) Emergency Flagging
In an emergency, 24" x 24" red flags may be used
to control traffic until STOP/SLOW paddles can
be obtained. When used at night, flags shall be
retroreflective red.
To stop traffic,
stand on the
shoulder of the
road and extend
the flag into the
roadway. Raise
your other hand
to the stop
position.

24 "
min.
24 "
min.

To stop traffic
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To release traffic, drop the flag
to your side and with your free
arm motion traffic to proceed. Do
not use the flag to motion traffic
through.

To release traffic

To alert and slow
traffic, the flag should
be waved from the
ground to shoulder
height.

To alert and slow traffic

Replace flags with STOP/SLOW paddles as
soon as they arrive.
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The Do's of Flagging
Do Stay alert at all times.
Do Use clear and deliberate hand signals when 		
directing traffic.
Do Stand on the shoulder of the road out of the 		
path of oncoming traffic.
Do Have a good idea of the day's work schedule 		
to answer motorists' questions.
Do Treat motorists courteously.
Do Use proper equipment and warning signs.
Do Stand alone.
Do Plan an escape route.
Do Be prepared for changing weather by bringing
a raincoat, sweater, or warm coat.
Do Consult your flagger's handbook or your 		
supervisor if you have questions about your 		
flagging duties.
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The Don'ts of Flagging
Don't

Stand in an open lane.

Don't

Make unnecessary conversation with 		
workers, pedestrians, or motorists.

Don't

Give flagging directions against a traffic 		
signal.

Don't

Stand in the shade, over the crest of a hill, 		
or around a sharp curve.

Don't

Leave your station until properly relieved.

Don't

Stand near equipment.

Don't

Stand with a group of people.

Don't

Daydream.

Don't

Read while on duty.

Don't

Bring transistor radios, iPods, MP3 players, 		
or cell phones.

Don't

Leave flagger signs in place when done 		
flagging.
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Flagging Procedures
Properly Trained Flaggers
• Provide clear messages to drivers as shown
• Allow distance for drivers to react
• Coordinate with other flaggers
Properly Equipped Flaggers
• Approved sign paddles
• Approved safety vest and hat
• Approved safety vest and safety pants
that comply with ANSI/ISEA 107 standard
performance for Class 3 risk exposure, latest
revision, during nighttime flagging operations
• Retroreflective night equipment
Proper Flagging Stations
• Good approach sight distance
• Highly visible to traffic
• Never stand in a moving traffic lane
Proper Advance Warning
• Always use warning signs
• Allow reaction distance from signs
• Remove signs when not flagging
Flags should only be used in emergency situations. Flags
used for signaling shall be a minimum of 24” x 24”, red in
color, and mounted on a staff about 3’ long.
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